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Categories: writer to writer
In

A.D. , Josh Neufeld seems to do it through character, showing us the
moment to moment experience of real people, panel by panel, in his
compelling new graphic nonfiction book. Josh took the time to give "Writer
to Writer" the inside scoop on A.D. The J.N. interview below:

JD: Some of the images of the hurricane in A.D. are beautiful but very
scary and nighmarish. How did those images in the early pages (and on the cover) come to
you?
JN: Once I settled on the idea of leading into the book with a "god's eye" view of the storm
building and then sweeping into the Gulf Coast, I did a lot of visual research on hurricanes. I
felt it was my job to establish the pure physical power of the storm, to create context for
readers once we get into the characters and their stories. I looked a lot of photo reference,
and then I tried to imagine the most ominous or terrifying images and "camera angles" to tell
the story I wanted. All the same, I agree with you that there is a weird "beauty" to some of
the images; thanks for pointing that out!
JD: How did you choose which characters to focus on in A.D.? Was it hard to give them
"equal time"?
JN: The people I chose for A.D. came from multiple sources. It was really important for me
and my original editor, Larry Smith (who ran a shorter version of A.D. on his storytelling site
SMITH Magazine), to find a cross-section of folks that were a demographic representation of
New Orleans -- men and women, old and young, black and white, rich and poor, gay and
straight, people with a connection to the music scene, people who were greatly affected by
the flooding and even those who weren't. We cast a wide net and did tons of legwork. We
asked around, talked to people, listened to the radio, and asked journalist friends familiar
with the region. Some presented themselves early on. Others came via articles, radio
programs, and various personal contacts. One character I found through the blog I kept
when I was a volunteer. Another one I heard on a radio program broadcast shortly after the
flooding of the city. Another character is an extended family member of a transplanted New
Orleanian friend of mine. Still another character goes to the same college I went to. And
another character was recommended by a friend of mine who knew him when he lived in
New Orleans.
Obviously, there were some "storylines" regarding Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans that
had to be included in A.D: for instance, a character dealing with the flooding from the
breached levees, a character who must deal with the loss of all their possessions; and
someone who experiences the horrors of the Superdome or the New Orleans Convention
Center. So those characters (Abbas, Leo, and Denise, respectively) do take up a lot of
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